Kaffe Clam Shell Pillow
Rotary Cut Appliqué Class
Class Supplement
Class Description: In this class you will make a
pillow size Clam Shell quilt top, not a finished
project. Instructions are included to finish the pillow
cover. Learn to machine stitch around the fused
appliqué shapes.


Mark Hearts & More Template D* with
Glow-line tape* on one quarter of the 5”
circle. If you don’t have glow line tape,
follow Sue’s instructions in class.



Add Grace TrueGrips* to the back of the
template



Center the 5” circle on a stack of four 5”
squares. Cut the two top corners off of a
stack of four 5” squares. Use a rotating mat* or stand at the corner of the table and
walk around a stationary mat as you cut



Cut the two bottom corners of the square on the edge of the Glow-line tape, 1/4”
less than a true quarter circle to make flat bottom clam shells



Repeat for 27 clam shells (You will have a few extra squares to cut as needed).



Using the 22” square of background fabric, measure down by 8” and mark a
straight line across the 22” square. You can mark the line with Iron-erase chalk* or
place a light background square over a grid on your pressing surface. You can also
fold the fabric and finger press.



Center the first clam shell then work out from the center in both directions. The first
row has five clam shells. Press to fuse, then stitch the first row of clam shells
across the top edge only.



Add a second row of four full and two half clam shells on the ends of this row.
Press to fuse, then stitch.



Add rows 3, 4, 5 and 6 in the same manner.



Your Pillow top is complete and ready for quilting!
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Finishing the Clam Shell Pillow:
Once the clam shells are all stitched, layer with batting and
quilt around each row of clam shells and continue the
clamshell motif in the background fabric. Use the 5” end of
Template D to mark the clam shell quilting design
Square up quilt top to 21 ½”. Cut two backing rectangles to
21 ½” x 15”
Finish the one long edge on each of the pillow backing rectangles by turning
under ¼” twice and stitching to secure
Place the two backing rectangles on the quilt top right sides together, matching
all outside edges, overlapping the finished edges in the center back. Stitch around
all four sides with a ½” seam allowance, rounding corners with the 5” quarter
circle using Template D. Clip and turn. Insert a 20” x 20” pillow form. Enjoy!
*Available for purchase at suepellanddesigns.com
Hint: Use the leftover quarter circles to make a bonus block with
4” background squares. Fuse two quarter circles diagonally
across from each other. Use only these 4” squares, or use 7 ½”
background squares with four quarter circles for the alternate
blocks.
A clam shell baby quilt can be made in the same manner with
157 clam shells.

